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'Thermal break on the outside'

OMEGA® is proudly owned by McKechnie® Aluminium Solutions Limited, who have over 50 years’ experience in extruding
aluminium. This combined with contemporary European design means you get a product that not only looks aesthetically
pleasing but can withstand the demanding weather climates of New Zealand.

The traditional idea of a “barrier” that keeps the warmth in and the cold out isn’t new. In a home the most common barrier
is insulation. In windows and doors it’s called a “Thermal Break” and just like insulation it stops heat from escaping or cold
from entering your home.

The OMEGA® Thermal Break technology is unique to us in this part of the world. Developed in Europe, our Thermal Break
is positioned to the outside of the joinery which means the cold does not have the chance to get near the warmth inside.
Therefore it performs much better as a “barrier” which results in advanced thermal performance.

The OMEGA® Thermal Suite was benchmarked and showed a 36% improved (“u” value) thermal performance compared
to one of its standard competitors.

The innovative OMEGA® Thermal Suite is also designed to signifcantly lessen the Bi-Metallic eect which occurs in most
joinery products. This means the doors are able to close smoothly when there is differential heat inside and outside.

OMEGA® and McKechnie® Aluminium are the only Aluminium extrusion business in New Zealand to operate a remelt facility
for recycling aluminium without affecting the aluminium properties. We offer the most environmentally sustainable product in
the market with high recycled content and therefore a low carbon footprint*.
(*Currently being 3rd party verifed to internationally recognised ‘CEMARS’ certifcation)

| Why choose OMEGA®

• Advanced Thermal Product Performance
• Over 50 years of New Zealand Aluminium Manufacturing Experience
• Environmentally Sustainable

ACOUSTIC RECYLING THERMAL
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This can often mean compromising on other things that are important to you like the environment and sustainability. Not
with OMEGA®. Our new Thermal Suite means you can look after your family today and generations to come. It really is that
simple. Combining advanced European design with New Zealand’s most environmentally friendly aluminium*, OMEGA®

aluminium joinery lets you get the stylish home you want which is not only environmentally sustainable but also healthy for
your family.

The new OMEGA® Thermal Suite delivers better performance day after day. With the “Thermal Break” being on the outside
causing an obstruction to the heat or cold escaping or entering your home, meaning higher thermal performance and
reducing the cost of heating and cooling.
*Up to 36% better (see page 2)

The new OMEGA® Thermal
Break.
The point in which it acts
as a barier to stop the cold
coming in and the heat
escaping

Outside

Inside

The OMEGA® Thermal Break
acting as a barrier and insulating
the frame. keeping the cold out
and the heat in

‘Getting the level of comfort and a healthy environment
that suits your lifestyle is what really matters.’

An ENERGY STAR® qualifed window is a step up in perormance over generic aluminium ramed double glazing.
These can have additional eatures o rames with Thermal Breaks, low-E glass panes, Argon gas flled and or including
plastic or Thermal spacers in the insulated glass units.

OMEGA® is also produced to international quality measurement standard ISO 14001, and has Diamond certifed status
Enviromark. OMEGA®’s products are tested to New Zealand Standards in their test booth which is independently accredited
by IANZ.

Inside -
Keeping the
warm air in

Outside -
Where
the cold
should stay
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EDGE WEDGELESS
SASH HANDLE

EDGE VENTING
SASH HANDLE

ENDEAVOUR
PULL HANDLE

ARIA D PULL
HANDLE

EDGE BI-FOLD
OPERATOR

EDGE LEVER
HANDLE

| Hardware

OMEGA® are partnering with some of New Zealand’s
leading hardware suppliers to bring you a range of
hardware and components that is most suitable for
your environmental conditions.

The hardware can be colour matched to the powder
coated extrusions to ensure optimum colour
integration.

OMEGA® have also designed and developed some
propriety hardware for critical applications.

We source all our aluminium requirements from our
parent company, McKechnie® Aluminium Solutions
Limited who are one of the oldest and most
experienced aluminium extruders in New Zealand.

®hardware by OMEGA

CONCEALED
RESTRICTOR STAY

ARIA D PULL
HANDLE

EDGE LEVER
HANDLE

EDGE BI-FOLD
OPERATOR

ENDEAVOUR
PULL HANDLE

EDGE WEDGELESS
SASH HANDLE

EDGE VENTING
SASH HANDLE
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| 5 YearWarranty
OMEGA® offers a 5 year warranty on its windows and doors. OMEGA® will repair or replace any extrusion it has supplied
where there is a material fault or defect in the extrusion such that it does not comply with the express warranties above.
The warranty will be for a period of 5 years from the date of delivery of the extrusions from OMEGA® and is subject to the
terms and conditions listed on its website www.omegawindows.co.nz

OMEGA®’s products comply with the 15 year durability requirements of the NZ Building Act 1991 B2.

| Standards
OMEGA® windows and doors is a division of McKechnie® Aluminium Solutions Ltd,one of New Zealand’s oldest and
largest aluminium extruders.

McKechnie warrants that the extrusions it supplies meet or exceed the following standards:

• NZS 4211:2008

• WANZ SSA 3503:03:2005

• Endurocolour® Powdercoating Quality Assurance Standard

‘OMEGA®giving you peace of mind’
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| Care andMaintenance
To ensure the protection of the powder coated surface, strong solvents including paint thinners and abrasive cleaners
must not be used. If paint splashes, mastics, or sealants these must be removed, using only Methylated Spirit or WANZ
recommended cleaners should be used and rinsed thoroughly post application.

As with all paint flms, regular washing with a sot brush and mild detergent will ensure that substances such as airborne
salts and pollutants that are detrimental to long term performance of your powder coated extrusions are expelled.
Cleaning must take place at least every 6 months in external applications. In areas of high pollution such as geothermal,
beachfront and industrial areas, the cleaning must take place at least every 3 months.
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11ED420-03 ED420-04 ED420-05 ED420-06 ED420-07

| Examples o Confgurations

| EntranceDoors

SD411-05 SD411-06 SD411-07 SD411-08 SD411-09SD411-01 SD411-02 SD411-03 SD411-04

SSD411-05

SD411-10 SD411-11 SD411-12 SD411-13 SSD411-02SD411-14 SD411-15 SSD411-01 SSD411-04SSD411-03

| Sliding and StackerWindows and Doors

BD413-01 BD413-02 BD413-03 BD413-04 BD413-05 BD413-06 BD413-07 BD413-08 BD413-09 BD413-10

BD413 -11 BD413-12 BD413-13 BD413-14 BD413-15 BD413-16 BD413-17 BD413-18

| Bi FoldWindows and Doors

HD409-05-L HD409-05-RHD409-01-L HD409-01-R HD409-02-L HD409-02-R HD409-03-L HD409-03-R HD409-04-RHD409-04-L

HD409-10-LHD409-09-RHD409-06-L HD409-06-R HD409-07-L HD409-07-R HD409-08-L HD409-08-R HD409-09-L

HD409-10-R HD409-11-L HD409-11-R HD409-12-L HD409-12-R HD409-13 HD409-14

| Hinged and FrenchDoors

AW401-01 AW401-02 AW401-09AW401-07 AW401-08 AW401-10AW401-03 AW401-04 AW401-05 AW401-06

AW401-23 AW401-24 AW401-25 AW401-26 AW401-27 AW401-28 AW401-29 AW401-30AW401-21 AW401-22

AW401-11 AW401-12 AW401-13 AW401-14 AW401-19 AW401-20AW401-15 AW401-16 AW401-17 AW401-18

| AwningWindows



For enquiries, please contact customer services on:
T: 0800 500 141 | E: ino@omegawindows.co.nz | Head Ofce: 36 Paraite Road,
Bell Block, New Plymouth 4372 | Private Bag 2007 New Plymouth | To fnd your local
fabricators visit our website: www.omegawindows.co.nz
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Available From:

OMEGA® Showrooms:
Auckland: 7A Echelon Place, East Tamaki, Auckland
Christchurch: 2 Craft Place, Middleton, Christchurch


